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About us
We give a voice to the
issues we believe in and
want to stand up for.

Section 1 About us

We are a small team of
communications experts who use
our communications skills and
experience by helping our clients to
connect with people on issues that
will deliver positive change.

We collaborate with our clients to build brands, campaigns
and communications work through strategic communications
planning, communication audits and strategic reviews,
audience insights work, behaviour change campaigns and
brand development. Our clients are from across the public,
private and not for profit sectors.
We offer our clients a straight-talking, lateral-thinking,
high-energy consultancy service that delivers high quality
work at value for money.
We have extensive experience of developing and evolving
brands for issue-based organisations by building on our
clients’ strategic aims to provide a unique proposition,
compelling messaging, strong visual look and feel, and
personal and authentic storytelling.

Section 1 About us
We characterise the way that we work as having
these four attributes:

Collaborative
We like to establish
a close working
relationship with our
clients so that we are
viewed as an extension
of our client’s internal
team.

Consultative
We are committed to
ensuring our work is
evidence based by
undertaking insight
work to ensure
our recommended
solutions build
from the views and
experiences of our
client’s audiences.

Flexible
We are adept at
getting under the
skin of complex
issues quickly. We can
adapt the application
of our varied skills
and experience and
working practices to
the needs of a wide
range of clients.

Pragmatic
We frame our
recommendations
in the real world and
ensure our interventions
are based on an analysis
of needs and what is
realistically achievable.

Section 1 About us - People

Amy Meadows
Strategy Director
Amy has 20 years experience of devising and leading communications projects
around health and social issues. Amy worked for 14 years as an Associate Director
at Forster, the London based social change consultancy. During her time there Amy
led brand development projects for a wide range of charities including Gingerbread,
Grandparent Parents Plus, Rainer (now Catch 22) and Crusaid (now part of Terrence
Higgins Trust). She also undertook strategic messaging projects for Social Care
Institute for Excellence (SCIE), National Institute for Health and Care Excellence and
the National Treatment Agency (NTA). Since establishing Meadows Communications
in 2011 Amy has worked on brand creation and enhancement projects for University of
Bristol, NHS Dorset CCG, Children England, London Community Resource Network,
Dot Dot Dot, Time to Change and McPin Foundation. Amy has also been employed
to provide strategic communications counsel for Nesta, Public Health England,
NHS Oxford CCG and NHS Bristol North Somerset and South Gloucestershire CCG.
Her insights and facilitation work has seen her complete research amongst Chief
Executives, Board of Trustees, health professionals and patients. She is an associate
member of the Market Research Society, the Founder of a small suicide prevention
charity and a trustee of the McPin Foundation.

Section 1 About us - People

Helen Holden
Creative Director
Helen is a creative consultant with over 15 years experience in creating
innovative and high-impact design solutions for organisations working on
social justice, health and environmental issues. She has worked for a number
of highly reputable London agencies including The Team and Good Agency
and produced high impact creative work for charities such as Shelter, Anthony
Nolan, Alzheimer’s Society and many more. Her brand projects includes the
rebranding of the RNIB, and brand refreshes for Shelter, The Stroke Association
and RSPB. She created the School Food Trust brand, rebranded the Education
Support Network and undertaken various brand enhancement projects for
Department of Education campaigns. One of her core strengths is to bring
intuitive understanding and strong empathy to enable her to reach to the heart
of issues. Amy and Helen have collaborated on a wide range of projects since
2003 and together we have recently undertaken brand building projects for the
University of Bristol, NHS Dorset CCG, Alzheimer’s Society and many others.

Section 1 About us - People

Amanda Duffy
Senior Consultant
Amanda has worked in communications for 20 years; including 12 years at Forster
Communications. In that time, she led the Government’s campaigning work
around teenage pregnancy (Are you thinking?), sexual health (Want respect?
wear a condom), drug misuse (Frank) and knife crime (It doesn’t have to happen).
She has also led working targeting young people for the Young Women’s Trust
(formerly known as YWCA) on the Respect Young Mums campaign, Young Minds
on young people’s mental health, and Positive Futures, a Home Office initiative
to engage at risk young people in sporting activities. In 2016 has led a significant
rebranding project for Prostate Cancer UK and more recently has reframed the brand
proposition and messaging for Time to Change, Making Every Adult Matter (MEAM
coalition) and NCVO’s Charities Evaluation Service. She also undertook the rebrand
of Women’s Sport and Fitness Foundation to Women in Sport. Amanda advocates
the use of behaviour change techniques to develop effective communications.
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Case Studies

East Sussex Healthcare Trust
Transformation programme

East Sussex Healthcare Trust
Transformation programme - brand elements

East Sussex Healthcare Trust
Transformation programme - brand guidelines

Section 1

OUR BRAND FOUNDATIONS

These guidelines are here
to help inform our brand;
to aid structure and most
importantly create
consistency and clarity
across all our
communications.

1

1

OUR BRAND
This section informs our mission,
FOUNDATIONS vision and values.

2

OUR BRAND
PRINCIPLES

This section informs our logo usage,
colour palette and typefaces.

3

OUR BRAND
LOOK & FEEL

This section shows examples of our
brand in use and how to apply it.

Section 1

OUR BRAND FOUNDATIONS

This section explains
our mission,
vision and values.

ABOUT US
OUR VISION & MISSION
OUR VALUES
OUR PERSONALITY
OUR TONE OF VOICE

2
3
4
5
6
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Section 1

OUR BRAND FOUNDATIONS

5

OUR VALUES
Our values are
fundamental to how
we undertake our work.
They shape our beliefs
and our behaviours.

Section 2

OUR BRAND PRINCIPLES

This section describes
our logo usage, colour
palette and typefaces.

OUR NHS LOGO
CLEAR SPACE AND MINIMUM SIZE
LOGO POSITIONING AND RECOMMENDED SIZE
POSITIONING ALONGSIDE PARTNERS
OUR COLOUR PALETTE
OUR TYPEFACES

RESPECT & COMPASSION
WE CARE ABOUT ACTING WITH KINDNESS.

7
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Section 2

OUR BRAND PRINCIPLES
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OUR NHS LOGO
The NHS logo is the cornerstone
of our brand identity. It is our
signature; the mark of NHS
ownership of services and
messages.

We want our staff, patients and local people to have a positive experience of us.

Primary logo

Our logo has been specifically
designed and should never be
redrawn. Always use the
master artwork.

ENGAGEMENT AND INVOLVEMENT
WE CARE ABOUT INVOLVING PEOPLE IN OUR PLANNING
AND DECISION-MAKING.

Logo versions
Our logo is available in:
CMYK, Pantone (PMS), RGB,
Reverse out (white) and black.

We want patients, staff and the public to help us to shape the delivery of
high quality and safe care.

Black logo

Reversed out (white)

IMPROVEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

OUR
BRAND
GUIDELINES

WE CARE ABOUT STRIVING TO BE THE BEST.

We want to continue to improve our services and make the best use of our people and
resources for the benefit of our patients.

WORKING TOGETHER
WE CARE ABOUT BUILDING ON EVERYONE’S STRENGTHS.
We develop strong teams and partnerships to benefit local people.

For further guidance please refer
to the full NHS guidelines
www.nhsidentity.nhs.uk
WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Section 2

EAST SUSSEX
HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk
www.esht.nhs.uk

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

OUR BRAND PRINCIPLES
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Section 2

OUR COLOUR PALETTE
Our primary and secondary colours
are derived from the NHS colour
palette.
Our primary two colours of aqua
green and purple should be the
lead colours across the majority of
our collateral.
The four colours of our secondary
palette support our four values as
shown here.
These colours should be matched
accurately to ensure that they
always appear consistently.
You should keep to these colour
breakdowns and only use these
shown colours in all materials.
Always keep to these colour
breakdowns for brand consistency.

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Primary
NHS AQUA GREEN
PMS 3272 94/0/48/0 0/164/153
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NHS PURPLE
PMS 2685 90/99/0/8 51/0/114
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NHS ORANGE
PMS 144 0/51/100/0 237/139/0
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EMERGENCY SERVICES RED
PMS 485 0/100/91/0 216/30/5
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The standard size for text should
be 12pt.
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Working together

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Section 3

NHS AQUA BLUE
PMS 312 100/0/15/0 0/173/198
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OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016
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EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

18

OUR GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
We have additional graphic
elements that can be used across our
communications to help build our
distinctive look and feel. These are
based on a speech bubble. They can
be used to showcase key information
and create a consistent and connected
look and feel through everything we
communicate.
The graphic boxes can appear in any
of our brand colours. Legibility is key
at all times.

X%
of respondents to the
Friends and Family Test
have said they would
recommend our service

X%
Transferred x% more
terminally ill people out of
hospital to their preferred
choice of place of death

We have graphic arrows that can be
used to showcase key information.
We have a distinctive style for
reproducing quotes. You can obtain
these elements from our template
designs shown in section 3.

The graphic boxes shown here are
available as illustrator files that
can then be scaled and altered in
accordance to your design. You
can request this asset from the
Communications Team, details on
the back page of these guidelines.
WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

WE PLEDGE TO WORK
COLLABORATIVELY TO
SERVE LOCAL PEOPLE.

WORKING
TOGETHER
MATTERS

Ma prest, nonsequis
dolestis dolum niatur,
venda sitaturia
dolorrores everrum
nonse eatque

Section 1

TITLE HERE TWO
LINES OF COPY

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Section 3

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL
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Minimum size

This page shows the four colour
versions of our graphic device
that represent our four values.

16mm

They are made up from our
secondary colour palette. They
can be used across supporting
materials.

Arial Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

This minimum size has been
determined by the strap line
appearing no smaller than 7pt.

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

16

Respect & compassion

Engagement & involvement

Our key message is a bold
statement about the importance
of our work. It should be used to
complement the graphic device,
or alone where the space or
format of the communications
does not allow the graphic device
to also be used.

Improvement and development

You will see from our examples
here that the key message is
positioned as an endline (due
to the nature of how it works)
it should never replace our
graphic device - i.e if the space
is big enough for our graphic
device then this should always be
considered first.

Working together

Graphic device - reversed out (white)

To obtain artwork of our primary
graphic device, contact our
Communications Team (further
information is provided on the back
page of this document).

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

19

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Section 3

To obtain artwork of our secondary
graphic device, contact our
Communications Team (further
information is provided on the
back page of this document).
OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk
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WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Section 3

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

17

Our key message option 1 (two colour)

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Our key message option 2 (one colour)

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Examples of how and where we use it

When working with our key
message on solid backgrounds
you can change the colour of
‘Really Matters’ to add emphasis
and to keep consistent with
the colour ratios for each
communication. Our examples of
value posters on page 29 show
how this relationship works.

Our graphic device is available in:
CMYK, Pantone (PMS), RGB,
Reverse out (white) and black.

Arial Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

Section 3

This page provides guidance on
how to use our key message
and when it applies to your
communications.

Graphic device versions
Our graphic device is available in:
CMYK, Pantone (PMS), RGB,
Reverse out (white) and black.

Graphic device - black

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

OUR KEY MESSAGE
Graphic device - secondary

Always use the master artwork
for our graphic device, it should
not be redrawn.

Always use the master artwork for
our graphic devise, it should not be
redrawn.
Minimum size
Our graphic device must never appear
any smaller than 16mm in height.

Section 3

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

OUR GRAPHIC DEVICE
Graphic device - primary

It is to be used in collaboration with
our ESHT logo and it should never
be represented in isolation or made
to look like a logo by placing it in
the bottom or top corners of any
materials.

Frutiger Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk
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WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Section 3

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY
STYLE

COVER TEMPLATES (A4)

NEWSLETTER COVERS

POWERPOINT

Our photography must reflect that of
the NHS guidelines, below are some
key considerations:

This page shows guidance on how
to design front covers for reports or
publications.

This page shows how our graphic
device and other elements of our look
and feel can be used for newsletters.

This example shows how our styles
work in a powerpoint template.

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

OUR BRAND LOOK AND FEEL

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

30

We are a people organisation – images
must show that that we are people
working with, looking after and
interacting with other people.

Allocated x more nurses to our
wards and departments

We respect people – images must
show that we care about acting with
kindness.

Introduced a zero tolerance
approach to avoidable harm

“QUOTE STYLE HERE IPSUM
FUGITIONSEDI DOLO ET OFFIC
TEM NON EUM QUIASPE
LIGNAM NEM ELITATUR,
SOLORUPTATEM INVELIT,
ENDITEM INIS ERITA OBIS”
INSERT NAME HERE, JOB TITLE HERE

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

For further guidance please refer
to the full NHS guidelines
www.nhsidentity.nhs.uk

Aa
Aa

Frutiger Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

Our core purpose is health – images
must support our message about
healthy lifestyles.

Reduced infection rates for hospital
acquired infections by x%

LAST YEAR
WE PROVIDED
EMERGENCY
CARE TO MORE
THAN 105,000
LOCAL PEOPLE.

Section 3

Our graphic device has been
specifically designed for use across
a wide range of communication
materials, and is particularly powerful
when we are communicating with our
stakeholders about our improvement
and development work.

Improvement and development

For further guidance please refer
to the full NHS guidelines
www.nhsidentity.nhs.uk
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OUR GRAPHIC DEVICE

Engagement and involvement
NHS PINK
PMS 675 18/100/0/8 174/37/115

OUR BRAND PRINCIPLES

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Our typeface is Frutiger. It is an
essential part of our NHS brand.

Arial should be used across all
word-processing and screen based
applications for example Microsoft
Word, Microsoft PowerPoint.

Secondary – Value colours

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

OUR TYPEFACES

For printed materials the body copy
we use is Frutiger. This is the NHS
font and has been chosen to aid
accessibility.

Respect and compassion

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

We serve a diverse population, in a
range of settings – images must show
a range of people including young
and old, men and women, people
from different ethnic backgrounds,
in hospitals, in the community and in
homes.

Please refer to our full NHS
guidelines for more detailed
guidance on how to use our
brand imagery
www.nhsidentity.nhs.uk
WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

These cover designs are available
as Word templates or Indesign
templates from the Communications
Team, details on the back page of
these guidelines.
OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Newsletter covers are available
as Word templates or Indesign
templates from the Communications
Team, details on the back page of
these guidelines.
OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

Our Powerpoint templates are
available as Word templates or
Indesign templates from the
Communications Team, details on
the back page of these guidelines.
OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

WHAT WE DO
REALLY MATTERS

OUR BRAND GUIDELINES
MAY 2016

EAST SUSSEX HEALTHCARE TRUST
www.esht.nhs.uk

NHS Dorset CCG
NHS Dorset CCG appointed us to develop a
brand that would reach out to people across
Dorset encouraging them to get involved in
the design and development of local health
care services. This new ‘involvement’ brand
needs to align with the stipulations of the
NHS brand guidelines. The brand consisted
of logo and strapline, colour palette, brand
guidelines, photoshoot and supporting
templates (report, advert, website).

NHS Dorset CCG
Brand elements

NHS Dorset CCG
Brand elements

How to use our consultation identity
2015

CONTENTS

2

How to use our consultation identity
2015

SECTION 1: Identity components

3

SECTION 1
Identity components
1.1 Logotype and logotype versions
1.2 How our logotype works with
our CCG brand
1.3 How our logotype works with
partner logos
1.4 Clear space and minimum
size guidance
1.5 Colour palette
1.6 Typography

How to use
our consultation
identity 2015

How to use our consultation identity
2015

SECTION 1: Identity components
1.3 How our logotype works with partner logos

This page demonstrates how our logotype
works with partner logos.

6

SECTION 2
Look and feel

NHS Dorset has been designed to be used across all view
seeking, consultation activity we do. It will help to encourage
people across Dorset to get involved and provide us with a
consistent approach as an organisation.

2.1 Photography style
2.2 Graphic elements
2.3 Graphic icons
2.4 Example applications

How to use our consultation identity
2015

SECTION 1: Identity components
1.4 Clear space and minimum size guidance

6
7

1.1 Logotype and logotype versions
1.2 How our logotype works with
our CCG brand
1.3 How our logotype works with
partner logos
1.4 Clear space and minimum
size guidance
1.5 Colour palette
1.6 Typography

PARTNER
LOGO 2

This minimum size has been determined
by the strap line appearing no smaller
than 7pt.

Example 1

PARTNER
LOGO 3

13mm

When using our logotype please make
sure you adhere to these guidelines.

Example 2

Our primary and secondary colours are
derived from the NHS colour palette.

Primary Palette

These colours should be matched
accurately to ensure that they always
appear consistently. You should only use
these colours in your materials.

80%

80%

80%

60%

60%

60%

Always lead with our primary purple
and blue across all our collateral.

Purple
Pantone®2685
C88 M100 Y0 K8
R59 G0 B131
HTML 3B0083

Secondary colours
These colours have been selected to add
contrast to our primary colours. These
colours have been chosen from the NHS
colour palette.

In partnership with:

PARTNER
LOGO 1

SECTION 1: Identity components
1.5 Colour Palette

We have tint values of 80/60/40 that can
be used across both our palettes.

Minimum logotype size
Our logotype must never appear any
smaller than 33mm in width.
In partnership with:

How to use our consultation identity
2015

Always keep to these colour
breakdowns for brand consistency.

33mm

All colour breakdowns are in accordance to Pantone®
Colour Bridge/coated euro

How to use our consultation identity
2015

Our photography style is important. We want to capture
Dorset, the people and the communities they live in;
reflecting the true diversity and geography of the county.
People are at the heart of everything we do and our
imagery should reflect this. The focus is on interaction
and connections, so images should, where relevant:
– Be representative of the people who live in
Dorset and our diverse population including
age, gender, ethnicity and life stage
– Be illustrative of our geography and provide
both urban and rural settings
– Must be light and bright
– Dynamic, provide a sense of movement,
with a central focus in each frame
– No one person in isolation, our images should
reflect the diversity of the people we support
and involve
– Should be believable, real life is hard to
recreate, so images cannot be perceived to
be staged or forced
– Varied angles and layouts to provide a good mix
– Avoid potentially negative objects and images
(alcohol, brand named products, litter) that
might distract from the image
– Text should not sit across images either. When
considering using text on photos try and use
white space or an area away from the focus
of the image. Consider using a suitable graphic
box to aide accessibility for the user.

SECTION 2: Look and feel
2.1 Photography style

11

How to use our consultation identity
2015

We have a graphic box that can be used
for key information, online buttons and to
enhance our call to action across all our
collateral.
We’ve created a flexible curvature
to our graphic box which allows a
distinctive look and feel.
Our graphic box has a corner ratio of
4°. Make sure that curved areas are
balanced with straight edge areas to
enhance this distinctive element.
When layering solid boxes over imagery
allow for the image underneath to be
revealed by either applying a multiply
effect or a percentage of opacity.
You can also create full rounded edged
‘buttons’ to be used online or as part of
a navigation device through a report.
(See page 14 for examples).
The graphic boxes can appear in any
of our brand colours legibility is key
at all times.

SECTION 2: Look and feel
2.2 Graphic elements

12

Our icons can be used in a number
of different ways; in isolation to
communicate an action, as a graphic
device to enhance photography or
as a functional element to direct key
information (e.g sections online
or within a report).

Body copy inserted here
Aquias dolorum solecte
mperum, tempore la
alia que nobit

We have produced a suite of 12 icons
that can be used to create additional
versions.

Two line of header
inserted here
Body copy
inserted here
Aquias dolorum
solecte mperum,
tempore la alia
que nobit

Health
Review 2015

40%

Two line of header
inserted here

Sign up
Today

Pantone (PMS)

Grey scale

Gray
Pantone®Cool Gray 10
C40 M31 Y20 K70
R97 G99 B101
HTML 616365

RGB

Our CCG logo is our brand and must
always appear in the top right hand
corner. The logotype and identity
is only to be used for consultation/
view seeking activity and will never
supersede our brand.

CMYK

The icons can appear in any of our
brand colours legibility is key at all
times.

SECTION 1: Identity components
1.6 Typefaces

Our typeface is Vag rounded. It is an
extremely important part of our visual
identity that has a distinctive look that
reflects our identity.

Vag rounded bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

80%

60%

80%

60%

40%

60%

40%

Aqua Green
Pantone®3272
C99 M0 Y48 K0
R0 G165 B153
HTML 00A599

40%

Aqua Blue
Pantone®312
C89 M0 Y11 K0
R0 G173 B208
HTML 00ADD0

Dark Blue
Pantone®287
C100 M75 Y2 K17
R0 G51 B141
HTML 00338D

SECTION 2: Look and feel
2.3 Graphic icons

13

9

Vag rounded light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

Type size
The standard size for text should be
12pt on printed documents.

80%

ONLINE/
CONNECT

i

?

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

ASK QUESTIONS/
DID YOU KNOW?

SEARCH/
RESEARCH

PLAY/
FORWARD

YOUR SAY/
GET INVOLVED

PUBLICATION/PDF
DOWNLOAD

How to use our consultation identity
2015

SECTION 2: Look and feel

10

SECTION 2

Microsoft applications
Calibri should be used across all
word-processing and screen based
applications for example Microsoft
Word, Microsoft PowerPoint. Our
standard CCG HTML/web fonts are:
Arial, Verdana, Calibri.

Frutiger roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

Calibri regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

Frutiger bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

Calibri bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890(&*^%$£).

How to use our consultation identity
2015

SECTION 2: Look and feel
2.4 Example applications

HOME/
YOU ARE HERE

CONTACT US/
GET ADVICE

SEND AN EMAIL/
WRITE TO US

VIEW SEEKING
ACTIVITY

Materials designed including
banners, leaflets, posters and
adverts should have a clear call
to action on them including a
relevant website link. In most
cases this will be the
CCG website.

10mm

Example A4 page

Look and feel
This section shows the
elements to create our
materials
2.1 Photography style
2.2 Graphic elements
2.3 Graphic icons
2.4 Example applications

14

This page shows how all our
elements come together.

POSITIVE/
ADD

x

Health Review
2015

For further guidance please refer to our full NHS
guidelines for more detailed guidance on how to
use our brand www.nhsidentity.nhs.uk/all-guidelines/
guidelines/authorised-clinical-commissioning-groups/
introduction

How to use our consultation identity
2015

For body copy on all printed materials
we use Frutiger. This is the agreed font
of the NHS and aides accessibility.

Secondary Palette

x

x

x

See page 14 for examples of how these
marks work together.

Our display face is Vag rounded.
This should be used for headings
and sub headings.

40%

Light Blue
Pantone®Process Blue
C100 M13 Y1 K2
R0 G136 B206
HTML 0088CE

This page introduces our functional
set of icons.

Two line of header
inserted here

Mental Health
Review 2015

How to use our consultation identity
2015

40%

8

x

x
x

You can reproduce your NHS logotype
in NHS Blue and black, or even just
black. The logotype must always be
displayed as shown opposite - the
description line always appears on two
lines with this exact relationship to the
NHS logo.

Reverse out

7

5

x

Logotype versions
Our logotype is available in:
CMYK, Pantone (PMS), RGB,
Reverse out (white) and Grey scale.

7
8
9

SECTION 1: Identity components
1.2 How our logo works with our CCG brand

This clear space (X) is proportional and
defined as the height of the NHS logo.

Our logotype has been specifically
designed for consultation and view
seeking activity, so should never be
redrawn. Always use the master
artwork.

6

11
12
13
14

Please remember that this formula
defines the minimum requirements and
that our logotype should have
plenty of clear space wherever possible.

Health Review
2015

4
5

How to use our consultation identity
2015

This page demonstrates the relationship
of our logotype alongside the Dorset
CCG logo.

The typographic play with ‘Your’
and ‘Our’ reflects the personal
nature of our work. It also acts
as a call to action, to help to increase
our engagement activity. The rounded
typeface emphasises our friendly and
approachable values.

Please check to ensure the correct
logotype is used for the right
application.

Minimum clear space
The clear space is the minimum area
that must be allowed around our
logotype. This space is defined by using
half of the ‘x height’ in the ‘O’ of the
logotype.

PARTNER
LOGO

Example 1
This shows an example where two or
more NHS organisations are working
in partnership, the NHS logo should
be used only once on the page, in the
top right position with our logotype
appearing prominent on the page.
Example 2
This shows an example when another
organisation is the lead partner and our
logotype is supporting the initiative. In
this instance our logotype must always
appear smaller, CCG positioned as the
leading supporting partner.

Our new consultation identity is all about providing
fresh, focused materials designed to work alongside
our NHS Clinical Commissioning Group brand.

Identity components
This section is about
our logotype and how
to use it correctly

8
9

4

Our logotype is made up of two colours
and two type weights.

SECTION 1
4
5

SECTION 1: Identity components
1.1 Logotype and logotype versions

How to use our consultation identity
2015

Health Review
2015

Two line of header
inserted here

Mental Health
Review 2015

YOUR NHS

YOUR NHS
Working together to shape
Dorset’s Health

Working together to shape
Dorset’s ABOUT
HealthUS
OUR REVIEWS

Body copy
inserted here
Aquias dolorum
solecte mperum.

GET INVOLVED

NEWS

CONTACT US

Mental Health
Review 2015

Getting involved
Health Involvement
Network
Feedback – our
engagement newsletter
Current engagement
Engagement principles

Get involved today
www.dorsetccg.nhs.uk

Health
Review 2015
Sign up
Today

Our campaigns
Contact the engagement /
coms team

Get involved today
www.dorsetccg.nhs.uk

Title here

Get involved with Dorset CCG
Welcome to Involve. Me vendios sitaspi
cillab id que labore sectur et alibus
nonsequatur sequas diti.

Expeleceario volupta
sperion serfero vitibus
eat. Ed eiciisimus modicia
dis. Ut opti necaerias
nimoluptas aut litint
vellique nobit, conet et
litis diatem re, sequis
eaquo. Read more >>

For more information on this identity, including its use
please visit the communications toolkit section on the
staff intranet. For further information and guidance
please contact:communications@dorsetccg.nhs.uk
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13
14

University of Bristol
Campaign creation
The University has ambitious plans to transform
the buildings and spaces at the heart of
the university as part of a five year capital
redevelopment programme. Our brief was
to create a campaign to involve students and
staff and build their sense of belonging. We
conceived Make This Yours - a call to action to
the whole community to get involved in shaping
the changes. People are being asked to bring
their ideas, skills and energy to a wide range of
opportunities such as providing paintings for
hoardings, taking behind-the-scenes tours,
giving feedback on designs and much more.
The campaign logo is deliberately inspired by,
and made into a stencil so that it can be applied
to physical surfaces. We also managed the
application of the design across a wide range of
products including posters, postcards, stencils,
gazebo, tote bags and street banners.

University of Bristol
Campaign creation

McPin Foundation
Brand creation
Amy and Helen were asked by the mental
health research charity the McPin Foundation
to develop their brand model and brand
creative look and feel. Our developed brand
has helped support their ambitious plans to
establish themselves as the leading provider
of, and authority on, research involving people
with direct experience of mental ill-health.

MC Pin
Brand collateral
Positive Futu
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A proposal by
McPin Foundation
Drug & Alcohol Support
December 2012

Transforming mental
health research
We recognise that everyone is
different, and so we tailor our
support services to an individual’s
personal needs.

Who we are

How to cont
act us
Positive Futur
c/o 11 Alexa es
ndra Road
Wimbledo
n (UK), SW1
9 7JZ
T 020 8974
6902
F 020 8547
1083
E dmcdonald
@cranstou
n.org.uk
Opening
times:
9am until
5pm What we do

Kingston Upon Thames
Drug Intervention Programme
provides a range of services and support for people with substance misuse
problems who are involved in the
criminal justice system.
Workers are based at the
Police Station, Courts and Kingston
town centre.

How to contact us
Kingston Upon Thames
Drug Intervention Programme
1-5 Castle Street
Kingston upon Thames
KT1 1ST
T 020 8974 6902
F 020 8547 1083
E info@crantoun.org/oxford
Opening times:
9am until 5pm

Services provided include:

www.mcpin.org

December 2012
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– Through care and after care
Young Peop
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confidential to the team.
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– Prison and treatment aftercare
may
s be times when
ct or be refer there
profession
– Advice about substance misuse
we havered
to by
talkato other agencies, which we
al.
– Relapse prevention
will discuss with you first.
– Harm minimization
Equal Opportunities
– Motivational interviewing
– Stress management
We seek to deliver a quality service to
– Brief solution focused therapy
www.cran
people regardless of their gender, race,
stoun.org
– General advice and support
sexuality, nationality, religious beliefs,
– Housing advice
disability and any other improper ground.
In all of our work we try to promote this
Who is it for
important principle.
The service is for people over 18
years of age with substance misuse
problems, who are involved with the
Criminal Justice System.

How to refer
People can self refer or can access the
service through the Criminal Justice
System, via the Arrest Referral scheme at
Kingston Police station or the Law Courts,
the Probation Service and local Substance
Misuse agencies.

www.cranstoun.org

www.mcpin.org

Decembe
r 2012

Beachy Head Chaplaincy
Rebrand
The charity recognised that the public
misunderstood their role and this was
impacted on the organisation’s ability to
recruit volunteering and raise funds. We
led the staff and trustees through a robust
brand evolution project. Staying faithful to
their founding principles we identified a new
proposition, re-orientate their messaging
and developed a modernised visual brand.
We also introduced a strapline to help
explain their core purpose.

Previous logo

Beachy Head Chaplaincy
Brand elements

ABOUT US

WHAT WE DO

SUPPORT US

Reaching out,
providing hope.

Read more con re iumenitis
doluptatin rehent modisti conecup
taquia num et am il eaquia
explitatet que ni blabore adit,
occuptas rerrum eicipsa.

FIND OUT MORE

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

SUPPORT US

Building a robust mental health programe for
children faccus expla am et faceribust aut in
consed qui velliti atemporro torio imus aligeni
musanditat. Ed qui quat eseditat latiur remo
essimi. Read more

Building a robust mental health programe for
children faccus expla am et faceribust aut in
consed qui velliti atemporro torio imus aligeni
musanditat. Ed qui quat eseditat latiur remo
essimi. Read more

Building a robust mental health programe for
children faccus expla am et faceribust aut in
consed qui velliti atemporro torio imus aligeni
musanditat. Ed qui quat eseditat latiur remo
essimi. Read more

Education Support
Network
Rebrand
The Education Support Partnership
gives people working in education the
support they need to feel at their best;
and organisations the support they need
to engage and energise their teams. The
rebrand involved a new name and new
approach as their previous name and
positioning was limiting their reach (Teacher
Support Network). This work was completed
during my time Helen was design lead at the
GOOD Agency.
Previous logo

Education Support Network
Brand look and feel

British Lung Foundation
Taskforce for Lung Health
Brand creation
The Taskforce for Lung Health was
established in 2018 to develop a 5-year
plan for improving lung health in England.
It also aims to raise public awareness
and understanding of lung health. The
Taskforce brings together representatives
from 30 organisations, representing
patients, health care professionals,
the voluntary sector and professional
associations. A distinctive unifying
identity was created that has been applied
to a suite of templates, online and print
collateral.

Prevention
Treatment
Diagnosis
Management
End-of-life
care

“This is the first time that the lung
health community has come together
to produce a plan to bring about the
transformation that we desperately need.
The scale of the task facing us is bigger
than what any single organisation can
hope to achieve alone.”
Dr Penny Woods
Chief Executive of the
British Lung Foundation

British Lung Foundation
Taskforce for Lung Health
Brand elements
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We have created tint values of
80/60/40% to allow additional
contrast. For consistency please
ensure the colour breakdowns are
adhered to in all applications.

Clear space and
minimum size

4

Our motif

5

Clear space and
minimum size

6

Our typeface

6

Our infographics

8
Dark Blue
Pantone 2145
C98 M62 M0 Y14
R0 G78 B168
Red
Pantone 185
C0 M93 M79 Y0
R228 G0 B0

3

Our colours

Our colours
Our colour palette has four colours.

Introduction

Our logo

These guidelines have been created to explain
the Taskforce for Lung Health identity and how it
should be implemented across all of our Taskforce
communications.
The guidelines are intended for use by Taskforce
and Industries Forum member organisations.

Our graphic
shape

11

Our imagery

12

Applying our
identity

14

Applying our
Taskforce identity

15

We have indicated here how the
Taskforce identity works on report
covers.
80%

Report title here
two lines of copy

Use this page to guide your
approaches to the creation of new
graphic print and online products.

60%

40%

Light blue
Pantone 2171
C72 M17 M0 Y0
R72 G159 B223

Sub title inserted here
two lines of copy

80%

60%

40%

Lung disease accounts
for 700,000 hospital
admissions every year

They are an important tool to help build
consistency, clarity and structure to all our
shared communications.

8
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1 in 5

80%
60%

Gray
Pantone Cool Gray 6
C16 M11 M11 Y27
R167 G168 B170

40%

people in the UK have
been diagnosed with
lung disease

80%
Sub title inserted here
two lines of copy

Report title here
two lines of copy

60%

40%

Our imagery
Our photography style is to focus
on capturing positive spirit of people
living with lung disease. We also show
the enthusiasm and commitment of
people working to improve the lives
of people with lung disease through
research, treatment, care and support.
Our chosen imagery:
– Features happy engaged and
involved people
– Is well lit, ideally naturally
– Conveys a sense of movement
– Has a central focus in each
frame
– Captures a believable, real life
moment that isn’t staged or forced
– Shows a varied of angles for interest
and diversity
– Includes a variety of gender,
age, ethnicity and life stage.

12

Applying our
Taskforce identity
We have indicated here how the
Taskforce identity works on Microsoft
Powerpoint slides. These template
slides are available on the Taskforce
website or from Thomas Hawes at the
British Lung Foundation.
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Title inserted here two
lines of copy

Title inserted here
two lines of copy

- Copy inserted here 16pt Secto berrum
aut doluptatqui solorep erchill enescie
ndendus.

Sub title inserted here
two lines of copy

Use this page to guide your
approaches to the creation of
additional slides.

- Nem faccatem dus expellenem
eserisc imuscietur, odigend isimagn
impore volorum et lantissunt latat odi
to voluptia quisqui debit quo omnisqu
idellaborem rest, essit deliqui doles
volessincia.

Taskforce for Lung Health
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Title inserted here two
lines of copy

Title inserted here two
lines of copy

- Copy inserted here 16pt Secto berrum
aut doluptatqui solorep erchill enescie
ndendus.

- Copy inserted here 16pt Secto berrum
aut doluptatqui solorep erchill enescie
ndendus.

- Anisciet veliquo mo moditis et labore
plictur assin estis vel ist minum cus sunt,
ut et, as volendesti corrum aut quasi
tem raestiat.
- Nem faccatem dus expellenem
eserisc imuscietur, odigend isimagn
impore volorum et lantissunt latat odi
to voluptia quisqui debit quo omnisqu
idellaborem rest, essit deliqui doles
volessincia.

“Et la ditis aut
imperiasit
pratiunt repta
cust, tet incti
quissenda.”

- Anisciet veliquo mo moditis et labore
plictur assin estis vel ist minum cus sunt,
ut et, as volendesti corrum aut quasi
tem raestiat.
- Nem faccatem dus expellenem
eserisc imuscietur, odigend isimagn
impore volorum et lantissunt latat odi
to voluptia quisqui debit quo omnisqu
idellaborem rest, essit deliqui doles
volessincia.

Name instered here,
along with title three
lines

Taskforce for Lung Health

These images are provided for
indicative purposes and should
be used only to guide your own
selection. Please ensure you have
secured the appropriate consent for
all images to be used.

- Anisciet veliquo mo moditis et labore
plictur assin estis vel ist minum cus sunt,
ut et, as volendesti corrum aut quasi
tem raestiat.
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dolore quunt velect
inctas rem qui simolor
empos amusa seque
essequi nescitas et
fugitent quibere stiam,
que prerem autem re
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Uptiunt que eossenis
aliquodita vereici.
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Title here allow
two lines
Dem aliqui beaquiam
dolore quunt velect
inctas rem qui simolor
empos amusa seque
essequi nescitas et
fugitent quibere stiam,
que prerem autem re
volorro occumquod.
Uptiunt que eossenis
aliquodita vereici.

Taskforce for Lung Health
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lines of copy
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End-of-life
care
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Title inserted here two
lines of copy
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anisciet veliquo mo moditis et labore plictur
assin estis vel ist minum cus sunt, ut et, as
volendesti corrum aut quasi tem raestiat.
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Title here allow
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Dem aliqui beaquiam
dolore quunt velect
inctas rem qui simolor
empos amusa seque
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Taskforce for Lung Health

The UK has the 4th highest
mortality rate from lung
disease in Europe

Section 4
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people in the UK have
been diagnosed with
lung disease
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The Loneliness Lab
Campaign creation
The Loneliness Lab is an 18-month project to
accelerate action towards making London a
less lonely city to live in for many people. The
Loneliness Lab, established by Lendlease in
partnership with Collectively, will bring together
community groups, NGOs, Local Authorities,
businesses, designers, artists, and importantly
people experiencing loneliness. Although many
organisations already exist to help isolated people
on a day-to-day basis, TLL believe more needs
to be done to design-out some of the causes of
social isolation and loneliness in our cities. This
will only happen through collaboration. I created
the brand look and feel of the campaign, along
with implementation to key communications
to include guidelines, invites, posters and
presentations to engage participants for the
campaign launch.

The Loneliness Lab
Campaign elements

KICK OFF

SPRINT

INVEST AND PILOT

We’ll bring organisations and
individuals together who are
passionate about ending
loneliness in London. Together
with 80 participants from business,
government, NGOs and civil society
we will shape the agenda of the Lab
through a one day kick- off event on
11th October.

We’ll explore and test solutions to
making spaces and places in London
more connected. Through a weeklong innovation sprint, we will rapidly
create and test ideas within London
communities, working with people
experiencing loneliness to get their
feedback and input on our ideas.

We are committed to investing
in the solutions with the most
potential. On the 18th October,
we’ll reconvene, jointly deciding
which of the solutions to pilot
over the next 12 -18 months.
These pilots will take place in
communities across London.

This is Redbridge
Campaign creation
Redbridge was bidding to become
London Borough of Culture. They
needed a brand presence to secure
the council’s ambitious plans to
transform Ilford town centre into a
vibrant cultural hub. As a result of the
campaigns ambitions the bid was
successfully awarded £1.8M from
the Greater London Authority (GLA)
for investment in the Spark project.
The funding helps pave the way for
the council to transform the historic
Town Hall and the area around it into
a new cultural quarter.

This is Redbridge
Campaign creation

Our chance
Campaign creation
Our Chance is a new campaign from charities
Best Beginnings and Sands and the Department
of Health to encourage pregnant women to
change their behaviour in order to reduce the risk
of maternal and infant deaths. It has been set up
in response to the Government ambition to half
these deaths by 50% by 2020.
We created a campaign brand that would appeal
to a wide range of pregnant women and that
could be readily aligned to commercial brands. A
series of graphic devices were produced to help to
communicate each of the small behaviour changes
around nutrition, exercise and visiting the midwife.

Our Chance
Brand creation

We hope to have the opportunity to meet with
you to discuss your requirements
and our approach in more detail:
Amy Meadows
M 07855 868555
E amy@meadowscommunications.co.uk

